Rebus Analytics
DEMAND MORE FROM YOUR DATA
Lost in Big Data? Is your corporate strategy not yielding results? Are your generic BI tools not built for
your operation? Focus on the right data, which we call “Smart Data,” with Rebus™.
Analytics has become a complicated business with too many data sources, millions of data points, and constant new data
being developed every second of every day at an exhausting rate. Trying to manage all the data and pull out valuable
insights is a challenge. Rebus can help.
Rebus is a revolutionary Saas-based analytics platform which aggregates and harmonizes your logistics data from any supply
chain execution software. Rebus only looks at the logistics data points across your operation, so you can easily create
visualizations to show the cross-functional KPIs that matter most to your business.

Discover Big Insights with KPIs Tracking in Real-Time
You already own all the data you need, but now you can harvest the big insights you want by focusing on only the relevant
data. Rebus enables you to spot trends, anomalies, and more with KPIs tracking in real-time.
Make Faster Data-Based Decisions to Maximize Efficiency and Profitability
Using a solution built by logistics professionals for logistics professionals makes pulling the key information needed to
make important decisions simple. Faster data-based decisions will help eliminate inefficiencies and maximize profitability
across the supply chain.

Empower All Users with an Intuitive Interface Built for Logistics Professionals
Rebus features everything you need in one place to run your operations. From a drag and drop interface for building
dashboards and widgets to the Microsoft® Office® 365 and Skype™ integrations, all users are empowered to pull and share
data without needing an IT background.
Scale with your Supply Chain
Rebus is a cloud-based solution with no cost per user, no painful upgrades, no expensive fees, and no headaches.
Connect additional supply chain software or additional sites and get more insights!

FEATURES
No cost per user
Mobility – Use Rebus on your computer, tablet, or phone!
Quick implementation
Easily collaborate up, down, and across your organization
Dozens of widgets at your fingertips
Flexible dashboards and presentations
Compatible with any database
Integration with Microsoft Office 365 and Skype
Personalized training and support
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Twitter at @RebusAP
Google+ at Rebus Analytics Platform
YouTube at Rebus Analytics Platform
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